UNIFORM POLICY – SIXTH FORM


A range of approved suits are available from the College Uniform Suppliers, as detailed on the Uniform List.



The Headmaster will be the final arbiter of what is appropriate or otherwise.



It is the intention that this dress code helps to maintain the smart appearance encouraged in Years 7 – 11
whilst allowing a degree of flexibility, in acknowledgement of the role of the Sixth Form and their progression
towards the world of employment.



A member of the Sixth Form should be able to leave the College site and immediately attend a formal
interview without having to enhance their appearance or worry that their dress gives the impression of a
school uniform.



This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but instead represents a guideline to the meaning of Business
Dress.



If in doubt, the Head of Sixth Form should be contacted to confirm the suitability of any items.



Students should arrive at and depart from College following the uniform guidelines below, and on any other
occasion when representing the College. If a student arrives in dress that cannot immediately be adjusted
to fit these regulations, they will be required to change into school uniform for the remainder of the day.



Written warnings will be issued to students who repeatedly breach this dress code and copies kept on their
files. Copies of any written warnings will also be sent to parents/guardians.



Persistent offenders will lose the privilege of wearing office dress and will be required to wear full school
uniform for the remainder of their time at the College.



It is essential that all items, including footwear, are clearly named.



Uniform must be kept clean, tidy and in good repair at all times.



Most forms of sensible outdoor coats (preferably dark in colour) are acceptable.



If students wish to wear a T-shirt under their shirt it must be plain white.



Casual leisurewear is not regarded as suitable for school.



Sweatshirts or hoodies of any description do not qualify as coats or sweaters and are not acceptable.



Trainers in sober colours are only permitted as part of the uniform if accompanied by a Doctor’s note.
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BOYS

GIRLS

Smart business suit in a sober, dark colour. (Such
as navy, dark brown, black, charcoal or discreet
pinstripe.) Waistcoats may be worn.
Jackets must be worn at all times.
Jeans are not allowed.

Smart business wear (skirt/trousers/dress) in a sober,
dark colour (such as navy, dark brown, black, charcoal
or discreet pinstripe). Jackets must be worn at all times.
Skirts should be worn from on or just above the knees to
mid-calf. Skirts with large slits are not allowed.
Jeans are not allowed.

Own choice of tie/House tie/Colours tie.
Scarves are not to be worn indoors.

Scarves are not to be worn indoors.

Long or short sleeved collared shirt.
Shirts must be tucked into the trousers at all times.
T-shirts and polo neck jumpers are not allowed.
Plain dark socks.
Plain black, navy or brown polished leather or
‘leather look’ shoes.
No trainers or boots.
Plain v necked pullover/cardigan – optional

Smart business blouse, jumper or top.
Fitted shirts may be worn but must be capable of being
tucked into the skirt band.
T-shirts and polo neck jumpers are not allowed.
Plain socks or plain black, navy or natural tights.
Plain black, navy or brown polished leather or ‘leather
look’ shoes. Not open toe design or trainers, no boots,
no stilettos or slingbacks, heels no greater than 4cm.
Plain v necked pullover/cardigan – optional

JEWELLERY
Jewellery and badges may not be worn, with the exception of College badges.
BOYS

GIRLS

Earrings are not permitted to be worn.
Nose studs and other piercings are not permitted.

Students with pierced ears may wear two plain gold /
silver studs or small sleepers, one in each earlobe only.
Nose studs or other piercings are not permitted.
HAIR

Students’ hair must be clean, tidy, off the face and of reasonable length and style
Extreme bleaches, highlights or dyes that are in blatant contrast to the hair’s natural colour are not permitted.
It is also not acceptable to have styles where lines and/or shapes are cut into the hair.
BOYS

GIRLS

‘Number 2’ or shorter haircuts are not permitted.
Hair must not be on or below the collar; the fringe
must be above the eye line so as not to obscure
vision. Boys must be clean shaven, unless prior
permission has been given by the Headmaster.

Hair of shoulder length or longer must be tied back with
a hair band, ribbons or slides for practical activities,
including science lessons and games.
Hair bands, ribbons and slides should be in sober, dark
colours. Hair extensions are not permitted.
MAKE-UP

BOYS

GIRLS

No make-up is to be worn.
The only exception to this rule is if permission has
been granted on medical grounds.

Discreet make-up is acceptable.
Nail varnish or false nails are not acceptable.

